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Tools 

A detailed study reveals that Jaish-e Muhammad’s tools for recruitment and disseminating their 

messages are diverse. These tools can be divided into two types i.e. offline and online tools. Our 

research has also pointed out that the group is quite efficient in use of both types of tools. It is also 

important to point out that many of the offline tools employed by JeM are not accessible by public 

at large, which decreases the efficiency of these tools. However, after reviewing the available 

online tools, it was revealed that many of the offline tools are reproduced online to increase their 

efficiency, effectiveness and outreach. Offline tools include: 

 Newspaper 

 Magazines 

 Sermons 

 Jihadist Songs 

 Publications  

 Posters 

 Banners etc 

 Relief activities 

Online tools include: 

 Websites 

 Facebook Pages/groups 

 Photos/Pictures 

 Audio/video 

 Online Sermons (Bayanaat) 

 Online newspapers/magazines 

 Blogs/ Forums  

 

Events 

Different events held at different places including their mosques, hotels etc.they promote their 

events through facebook, newspapers wall chalking, bill boards, banners and by using local 

transport. One of the example of this is given below. 

‘Azmat-e Quran’ conference was held in Eid Gah Bahawalpur on April 26, 2008. During the 

conference the 2nd edition of ‘Fatah-ul Jawad’ was launched. Wall chalking, bill boards and 

banners on local transport (Rickshaws) were displayed for promotion1 of the conference.    

                                                 
1 Advertisement of the conference: Images of billboards, banners and wall chalking. Rang-o Noor. 

Accessed online from: http://www.rangonoor.com/fath/photos/bpr1.htm. Date of access: 

December 28, 2012. 

http://www.rangonoor.com/fath/photos/bpr1.htm
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Cartoons 

Cartoons are also used as a tool of dissemination. Cartoons appear in weekly Al-Qalam, which are 

available online2. They also conduct art competition for children in Children’s Magazine 

“Musalman Bachay”. On facebook pages they use images, cartoons, pictures and animations to 

promote their message. 

Advertisements  

Al-Rahmat trust’s advertisements3 appear in Al-Qalam newspapers on regular basis. On WebPages 

and facebook they promote their service delivery and advertisements of their trust. 

Community service 

A Ma’awa home is an orphan house advertised on website of Zarb-e Momin. It is based in Karachi. 

Further details are available on its website4. Al-Rahmat Trust, according to its advertisements on 

Rang-o Noor5 also bears the wedding expenses of poor couples, build mosques, receives 

Ushar/zakat medical and service deliveries. 

Blogs  

Blogs are available on JeM’s unofficial website6. This forum/blog offers updated weekly articles 

of JeM’s Ameer Maulana Masood Azhar. The series of these articles is called Rang-o Noor. This 

series has a dedicated website as well. A complete summary of the Rang-o Noor website is 

provided in the chapter ahead.  

                                                 
2 Cartoons: Weekly Al-Qalam. Accessed online from: 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/kartoon.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012.  
3 Advertisements of Al-Rahmat trust: 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/usharadd.gif; 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/diary_add.jpg; 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/sailab.htm; 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/addmasajid.htm.  
4 Mawaa Homes: http://www.mawaahomes.com/index.php.  
5 Community service: http://www.rangonoor.com/ihyaesunnat/contact.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 

 
6 JeM’s Urdu Jihadi Forum. Accessed online from: http://jaish-forum.webs.com/. Date of access: 

December 28, 2012.  

http://www.alqalamonline.com/kartoon.htm
http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/usharadd.gif
http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/diary_add.jpg
http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/sailab.htm
http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/addmasajid.htm
http://www.mawaahomes.com/index.php
http://www.rangonoor.com/ihyaesunnat/contact.htm
http://jaish-forum.webs.com/
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In addition to the Rang-o Noor series of articles, the forum also offers links to videos. The video 

currently on the forum is of Al-Aqsa Mosque in Palestine.  

Rang-o Noor column  

Rang-o Noor is a series of weekly articles written by Maulana Masood Azhar, founder of JeM. 

These articles are published in weekly Al-Qalam.  These articles are available in readable formats 

both in Urdu and English languages. Similarly, these articles can also be accessed in audio 

formats7. Following are topics of the most recent articles from the series of Rang-o Noor8:  

1. ‘Madni Arwah’  

2. Sanctity of Muharram ‘Muqam Muharram ul Haram’ 

3. Muharram  1434 AH ‘Muharram 1434 AH’ 

4. Congratulations ‘Mubarik’  

5. My Burmese Brothers ‘Meray Burmi Bhai’ 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 Rang-o Noor in audio. Accessed online: http://www.rangonoor.com/rangonoor_aud.htm. Date of 

access: December 28, 2012. 
8 Rang-o Noor: weekly Al-Qalam. Accessed online from : 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/rangonoorold.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 

http://www.rangonoor.com/rangonoor_aud.htm
http://www.alqalamonline.com/rangonoorold.htm
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Weekly Al Qalam  

Weekly Al-Qalam is available online and serves as an online9 tool as well. 

10 

 

Al-Qalam, which is a weekly newspaper of Jaish-e Muhammad has a comprehensive website. 

This website not only provides the electronic version of the newspaper, along with this 

introduces other publications of the group. It also provides links to books, audios, videos, 

articles, jihadist songs, cartoons and speeches etc. So it won’t be wrong to state that this website 

is the one stop shop of Jaish-e Muhammad’s communication products.  

 

Al-Qalam Newspaper 111 

For instance the website provides a list of publications by the Al-Qalam group of 

publications and books and articles written by their top leader, Maulana Masood Azhar. 

 

                                                 
9 Al-Qalam E-paper. Accessed online from: http://alqalamonline.com/epaper/epaper.htm. Date of 

access: December 28, 2012. 
10 http://alqalamonline.com/epaper/epaper.htm 
11 Weekly Al-Qalam. Accessed online from: http://www.alqalamonline.com/. Date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 

http://alqalamonline.com/epaper/epaper.htm
http://www.alqalamonline.com/
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Publications12 

All these publications and books are accessible and have their dedicated websites. For instance, 

the women and children focused magazines like Binaat-e Aisha13 and Musalman Bachay14 in the 

list above have their dedicated websites, which along with offering different issues of these 

                                                 
12 Publications: Weekly Al-Qalam. Accessed online from: www.alqalamonline.com . date of 

access: December 2, 2012. 
13 Binat-e Aisha. http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html. date of access: December 2, 

2012.  

 
14 Musalman bachay: http://www.musalmanbachay.com/. Date of access: December 2, 2012.  

http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html
http://www.musalmanbachay.com/
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magazines reproduce a lot of material that is already available on their parent website. This gives 

a clear idea of how these groups integrate different tools and their sub-tools together to reinforce 

their messages and products.  

Similarly, Rang-o Noor, which is the weekly article written by Maulana Masood Azhar in weekly 

Al-Qalam has a website as well, which in itself is a Jihadist data bank. It contains written and 

downloadable format of the article Rang-o Noor (Sa’adi kay Qalam say) in English, Urdu and 

Pushto languages. Similarly the article is also available in the audio format. This article is also 

discussed in the Friday Sermon in Usman-o Ali Mosque in Bahawalpur, where the younger brother 

of Maulana Masood Azhar delivers the sermon. Similarly audios and videos of the various 

speeches delivered during events, seminars and rallies are available on this website. Jihadist songs, 

Hamds (poems in praise of God) and Naats (poems in praise of the Prophet) are available on the 

website as well. 

It is important to describe here that Jihad remains the central message delivered by these tools. The 

topic of Jihad is sandwiched not only in the weekly article of Maulana Masood Azhar, but jihadist 

songs also glorify Jihad and those wage Jihad against infidels. Then a separate section contains 

audio speeches particularly for women. (All these tools have been discussed in detail in respective 

frameworks of each organization).  

 

Screen shot of Rang-o Noor Website 
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Similarly, there are other websites like these which offer a wide variety of products. Muslims15 

Tents is a similar website offers books, monthly magazines, speeches and poems etc. Practice 

Islam16 and Aswat Al-Islam17 are also similar websites offering similar content. 

Songs and Speeches and use of different languages 

It is pertinent to highlight that songs and speeches are important tools used by extremist 

organizations, so their availability in various languages is also very important. The website that 

we discussed earlier also contains speeches and audios of songs in various languages to increase 

the outreach of the intended message. 

A number of the Jihadist songs are performed in Punjabi folk style. This is in itself is an innovation. 

Jihadists although against music are still attracted by local flavor. So by performing the song with 

local flavor in it increases its outreach and also increases it effectiveness. (These songs are attached 

with the supporting material) 

Jihadist songs 

Jihadist songs, Naats (poems in praise of Holy Prophet) and Hamds (poems in praise of God) are 

available online. Most of the jihadist songs are on the following themes: 

 Shahadat/Martyrdom and Jihad 

 Self praise 

 Against America 

Speeches 

Maulana Masood Azhar and other prominent leaders of the group address their audience at various 

events. These speeches play a central role in bringing youth in JeM’s fold. Similarly, speeches 

made by Maulana Masood Azhar in different cities are also available online18. 

Audio analysis 
Audio tools have always been a part of communications undertaken by extremist groups. After 

reviewing available tools employed by extremist groups, it was revealed that they regularly use 

audio communications in forms of poems/songs, speeches and sermons. Most of the audio 

communication occurs through various products available on different websites attributed to these 

                                                 
15 Muslim tents: accessed online from: http://www.muslimtents.com/truepath/. Date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 
16 Practice Islam. Accessed online from: http://www.practiceislam.org/index.php. Date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 
17 Aswat Al-Islam. Accessed online from: http://www.aswatalislam.net/. Date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 
18 Bayanaat: Rang-o Noor. Accessed online from: http://www.rangonoor.com/biyanaat.htm. Date 

of access: December 28, 2012.  

http://www.muslimtents.com/truepath/
http://www.practiceislam.org/index.php
http://www.aswatalislam.net/
http://www.rangonoor.com/biyanaat.htm
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groups. CDs/DVDs and other products are also produced but they are not openly available in the 

market. Audio communications through the internet including social media websites like Facebook 

remains central to the overall communication strategy undertaken by terrorist groups.  

The available tools have been divided into two larger groups i.e. poems/songs and speeches for 

the audio analysis. It is important to mention here that the overall theme of audio communications 

remains Jihad. A lot of fiction is used to glorify Jihad and those who die waging it against infidels. 

Verses of Quran and Hadiths are purposely misquoted to suit their own needs knowing that no one 

will ever question them. A brief summary of poems/songs used in the audio communication by 

extremist groups is given below: 

Poems/Songs 

All the Jihadist groups in Pakistan make good use of poems and songs to reach their target 

audience. However, the online literature review revealed that one particular website has the biggest 

cache of audio tools and products. This website, Rang-o Noor19 is linked with Jaish-e Muhammad 

(JeM). It contains poems/songs, Hamd and Naat, speeches and sermons in audio format. Other 

websites that were analysed also contained similar content. 

There are a total of 36 songs out of which 33 are in Urdu and 5 are in Arabic. Out of the 33 Urdu 

songs, 11 are sung by a person named, Abu Jandal. A look into Abu Jandal’s profile reveals that 

he was from India and originally belonged to Lashkar-e Taiba (LeT). He was reportedly the trainer 

of 2008 Mumbai attackers. He was arrested in Saudi Arabia after identification of his voice and 

was deported to India. 

Most of songs/poems performed by Abu Jandal are concerning Jihad. For instance, a poem called 

“Takhayul”20 focuses on the need of Jihad against infidels particularly India. In another poem 

titled, “Aye Harram teray Baitay Salamat rahein”21 Abu Jandal is praising Mujahidin, including 

martyrs and Ghazis (those who survive). Abu Jandal is praying for those who are fighting infidels 

all around the world. He is referring to them as Pasban-e Palestine (defenders of Paletine), Fakhr-

e Kabah (pride of Kabah) and Azaan-e Bilali (the call of Bilal). 

Rest of the songs i.e. 22 are performed by others. Out of these 22, 8 have been performed by 

children. This tactic i.e. children singing jihadist poems and songs allows extremist organizations 

                                                 
19 Rang-o Noor: www.rangonoor.com. Date of access: January 3, 2013.  
20 Takhayul: Jihadist poem. Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Takhiyul-Abu%20Jandal-Taaruf.mp3. 

Date of access: January 3, 2013. 
21 Aye Haram teray baitay salamat rahein: Jihadi poem. Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Aye%20Haram%20Tere%20Baitay.mp3. 

Date of access: January 3, 2013. 

http://www.rangonoor.com/
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Takhiyul-Abu%20Jandal-Taaruf.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Aye%20Haram%20Tere%20Baitay.mp3
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to win hearts of people at large. One of the children recited the poem ‘Cut jaon jo Maqtal mein (if 

I die on the altar)”22 which showers praise on mothers who sacrifice their sons for jihad.   

It is important to highlight that women including mothers are considered more emotive. So these 

organizations use children to influence women and try to emotionally blackmail them to 

urge/compel their male family members to join Jihadist ranks.  

Distortion of Islamic history is also prevalent not only in poems and songs but also in speeches.  

For instance, a jihadist song titled ‘Chalo k us ki rah main’23 is a call for Jihad. It appreciates and 

motivates Muslims to join jihadist ranks. It relates contemporary jihad with Ghazwaat (wars in 

which the Prophet participated himself). He gives examples of Ghazwa-e Badar, Hunain and 

Tabook. This is followed by a recruiting pitch i.e. promises of heavenly rewards for those who 

undertake jihad. 

Use of imagery is a significant feature of jihadist poems and songs. For instance, by portraying 

jihadists with swords and weaponry, they allow people to visualize images of wars. This tactic also 

helps glorify jihad as an Islamic tradition. It sends a message to its audience that as long as Muslims 

have swords in their hands, they will be safe from evil designs of the west. ‘Hath mein talwar has 

to baan-o darr mehfooz hain’24 is a perfect example that explains how imagery is used in poems 

and songs. 

Anti-Americanism remains the central theme around which most of the products are designed. One 

of the poems inspired by children is titled “Aalmi dehshatgard America.”25 It entails that America 

is the biggest terrorist of the world. It destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki by using Atom bombs. 

So waging against America is the biggest Jihad.  

Repetition remains a salient feature of the audio communication undertaken by these groups. For 

instance, a Punjabi song titled ‘Nap kay rakh America Nu’26 is again pointing out America as the 

                                                 
22 Cut Jaon jo Maqtal mein: Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/cut%20jaoon%20jo.mp3. Date of 

access: January 3, 2013. 
23 Chalo k us ki rah main: Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Chalo%20k%20Uss%20ki%20Rah%20m

ein.mp3. Date of access: January 4, 2013. 
24 Hath mein talwar hai to baan-o darr mehfooz hain: Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Haath%20mein%20Talwar%20Hay.mp3. 

Date of access: January 4, 2013. 
25 Aalmi dehshatgard America: Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/Almi%20DehshatGard%20Amrica.mp

3. Date of access: January 3, 2013. 
26 Nap kay rakh America noon: Rangonoor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/Nap%20k%20rakh.mp3. Date of access: 

January 3, 2013. 

http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/cut%20jaoon%20jo.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Chalo%20k%20Uss%20ki%20Rah%20mein.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Chalo%20k%20Uss%20ki%20Rah%20mein.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/abujandal/Haath%20mein%20Talwar%20Hay.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/Almi%20DehshatGard%20Amrica.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/Almi%20DehshatGard%20Amrica.mp3
http://www.rangonoor.com/audio/nazamein/nazam_urdu/Nap%20k%20rakh.mp3
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biggest terrorist in the world and is compelling jihadists to keep an eye on America. They also 

focus on the need that loyalty to the parent jihadi organization is necessary for Jihad. 

Speeches 

Speeches delivered by leaders of the various extremist organizations hold a central place among 

their followers. A number of factors determine the success of a particular speech. For instance, 

eloquence of the speaker, content of the speech and historical references etc are some factors 

determining the success and fame of a particular speech.  

Salient features of speeches identified during the analysis are given below:  

 Glorification of jihadists (dead or alive) 

 Misinterpretation of Jihad 

 Linkages with current affairs 

 Use of local language , local examples and folklore 

 Out of context narration and historical fallacies   

 Repetition 

 Rhetoric 

Glorification of jihad and jihadists remain the central theme of speeches delivered by leaders of 

the various extremist outfits. Maulana Masood Azhar while addressing his audience in Gujranwala 

stressed on the need of Jihad and said “Stand up, get out of your homes and kill these infidels.” At 

another occasion, Maulana Masood Azhar quoted an example from the battle of Uhad, “Our 

prophet Muhammad (PBUH) lost his teeth and Hazrat Hamza (his uncle) was brutally killed during 

the Jihad but despite that the Prophet never ceased jihad.” Masood Azhar further told his audience 

that during the Prophet’s time, his companions used to enter the battlefield empty handed and 

preferred martyrdom over retreat. 

Our analysis also revealed that Jihad is misinterpreted by Jihadist organizations. Their leaders use 

the same approach while delivering speeches and sermons. Maulana Masood Azhar while 

addressing the audience quoted that the Jihad is explained 484 times in the Quran. It is clearly 

evident that Jihad can only be waged while being in the battlefield. There is no other interpretation 

of Jihad.  

It was evident from a number of analyzed speeches that their leaders mostly talk on current issues. 

They also try to use light humor and local examples so that their audience can relate to them. For 

instance, Maulana Masood Azhar while addressing the audience at Lahore on August 29, 2003 

utilizes light humor to capture his audience’s attention.  He mentions that India had asked Mullah 

Umar to attack Pakistan, but Mullah Umar refused.  Azhar also stated that he would never join 

forces with the Americans. He posits that if Pakistan helps the Americans eradicate the Taliban 

then why would he make such a mistake by joining them? Azhar also announces that Hamid 

Karzai, the president of Afghanistan will ultimately join the Taliban. 
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At another occasion, Maulana Masood Azhar presents the story of a local hero/Mujahid. He asks 

his audience that who could be as brave as Sajjad?  Someone having the same level of bravery and 

faith can bring a revolution among Muslims.  He further narrates Sajjad’s story. “Sajjad a Mujahid 

was hiding inside a house. The police went in asking for him.  The woman said that there was 

nobody here.  The police then proceeded to point the gun at her son and demanded the truth once 

again. The woman replied that they can go ahead and hit him ten times.  The police shot and killed 

her son.  After this, Sajjad came out and asked her why did she do such a thing?  Her reply to 

Sajjad was you are asking me about one son, I would have sacrificed ten more for you.” 

It was pointed out earlier that a lot of out of context narration is done during speeches. Similarly, 

historical incidents are quoted out of context and are related with present day examples. For 

instance while addressing the audience at an occasion, Maulana Azhar expresses that except the 

sky every other way has been closed for Muslims. Our only fault is that we are followers of Allah 

and Prophet (PBUH). We will never obey anyone else. The west is trying to stop us and has 

surrounded us from all sides. He further describes that “I am in the same trouble in which Hazrat 

Siddiq-E-Akbar was in Makkah and similarly, every solider of Jaish-e -Mohammad in also in a 

similar situation. Non believers pulled the bread of Siddiq-e Bakkar at Makkah. At Jammu, I also 

underwent a similar treatment by the Indians. 

In another speech, Maulana Masood Azhar narrated that Hazrat Jibrail/Gabriel did not come with 

the knowledge of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Instead he came down with Quran and started 

a Madrassah. He related it with the Madrassah in Madina at Masjd-e Nabwi. He explained that the 

first aim of the Madrassah was education and the second most important aim was Jihad. 

Similarly, a lot of repetition and rhetoric is used in speeches just as it is used in poems and songs. 

The overall theme of most of the speeches revolves around Jihad. A lot of rhetoric is used and 

historical incidents are misquoted and are related with present day Jihad. 

Most of the material that is produced offline is available on one of the leading websites of JeM 

called ‘Rang-o Noor.’ It is also important to mention here that the title ‘Rang-o Noor’ is also used 

for the series of weekly articles written by the leader of JeM, Maulana Masood Azhar, published 

in weekly Al-Qalam.  It is evident from the website that the group is targeting people from all the 

age groups including women and children. 

Newspapers 

Weeklies Zarb-e Momin, Al Qalam and Daily Islam are leading newspapers being published by 

JeM.27 Most of the content published in these newspapers is based on glorification of Jihad and 

                                                 
27 Muhammad Amir Rana. Jihadi print media in Pakistan: An overview. Conflict and peace studies, 

Volume 1, Number 1. P. 4. 
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the activities of JeM, Taliban and other militant outfits operating in the country. Zarb-e Momin 

claims itself to be the founder of ‘Islamic Journalism in Pakistan.’ In addition to this, the newspaper 

also claims not to print any animate being’s picture.   

Magazines 

The Al Qalam newspaper also publishes two monthly magazines, targeting women and children 

respectively:  

 Binaat-e Aisha28     (targeting women) 

 Musalmaan Bachay29 (for children) 

 Musalman Bachay     (for children) 

 Khwateen ka Islam  (targeting women) 

 

Books 

A list of 37 downloadable books in English and Urdu can be accessed from the website, Rang-o 

Noor30: 

 4 books31 are written by Yousaf Ludhyanvi (Late)32 

 4 books33 are written by Nizam-ud Din Shamzai34 

 33 books35 are written by Maulana Masood Azhar  

Newspapers 

                                                 
28 Monthly Binaat-e Aisha: Al-Qalam publications. Accessed online from: 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html. Date of access: December 28, 2012.   
29 Monthly Musalman Bachay: Al-Qalam publications. Accessed online from: 

http://www.musalmanbachay.com/. Date of Access: December 28, 2012. 
30 www.rangonoor.com. 
31 Books written by Yousaf Ludhyanvi. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm. Date of Access: December 28, 2012. 
32 He was a renowned scholar and Naib Amir (Vice President) of Aalmi Majlis Tahaffuz Khatm-

e Nubuwat. He has authored more than 100 books. He has used a technique in writing that uses an 

author’s own writings to highlight inconsistencies in that author’s work. A website has been 

dedicated to his work: http://shaheedeislam.com/shaheed-e-islam/molana-yousuf-ludhyanwi-

shaheed.   
33 Books written by Nizam-ud-Din Shamzai: accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
34 Nizam-ud Din Shamzai (1930-2004). He along with other Mullahs gave a Fatwa in the 80’s 

calling for Jihad against Soviet Union. He also played an instrumental role in recruiting jihadists.  
35 Books written by Maulana Masood Azhar: accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html
http://www.musalmanbachay.com/
http://www.rangonoor.com/
http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm
http://shaheedeislam.com/shaheed-e-islam/molana-yousuf-ludhyanwi-shaheed
http://shaheedeislam.com/shaheed-e-islam/molana-yousuf-ludhyanwi-shaheed
http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm
http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm
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1. Zarb-e Momin 

Weekly Zarb-e-Momin36 is JeM’s official newspaper printed every Friday. It started in 1990’s with 

the collaboration of the now proscribed Al-Rashid Trust (ART). It is reported that ART funded 

JeM .37 Zarb-e Momin has a Facebook page which was launched on February 5, 2010. It has 2,582 

likes38.  

Advertisements of Maymar trust39 (believed to be the new name for ART)40 have appeared in Zarb-

e Momin (also available on its Facebook page). It was posted on October 19, 2012 with 22 likes 

and 15 shares (monitoring date December 28, 2012). According to the advertisement Maymar trust 

has four offices in Karachi, three in Lahore, two in Multan and one office each in Quetta, 

Hyderabad, Rahim Yar Khan, Faisalabad, Sialkot, Sargodha, Sahiwal, Gujranwala, Rawalpindi 

and Peshawar.  

A book41 on the life of Afia Sadiqui named ‘Afia’ was advertised on Zarb-e-Momin’s Facebook 

page written by Anwar Ghazi.  

Zarb-e-Momin’s management has also started a club called ‘Bachoun Ka Club’ based in Karachi 

aimed primarily at  children. This club’s website42 has links to poetry, stories, poems, Islamic 

education, audios, videos and jokes sections. This club also has a Facebook page43. It was launched 

on July 7, 2012 with 114 likes. It also has a twitter account44.  

 

 

                                                 
36 Official website: http://zarbemomin.com.pk/ (link not working: last checked on December 28, 

2012). 
37 Al-Rashid Trust: Extremist groups: Pakistan. South Asian Terrorism Portal (SATP). Accessed 

online from: http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/terroristoutfits/Al-

Rashid_Trust.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
38 Latest by December 28, 2012. 
39 Maymar Trust’s advertisement on Zarb-e Momin’s Facebook page. Accessed online from: 

https://www.facebook.com/ZARB.E.MOMIN.weekly?ref=ts&fref=ts. Date of access: December 

28, 2012. 
40 Ahmad, B., Gulmina. Flood Jihad: Daily Times. September 17, 2010. Accessed online from: 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2010%5C09%5C17%5Cstory_17-9-

2010_pg3_4. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
41 Facebook page link: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151135198129724&set=a.10150428833429724.3

64520.285152949723&type=1&relevant_count=1.  
42 Bachoon Ka Club. Accessed online from: http://www.bachoonkaclub.com/. Date of access: 

December 28, 2012. 
43 Bachoon ka Club: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bkc/435408296503502.  
44 Bachoon ka Club: https://twitter.com/bachoonkaclub. 

http://zarbemomin.com.pk/
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/terroristoutfits/Al-Rashid_Trust.htm
http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/pakistan/terroristoutfits/Al-Rashid_Trust.htm
https://www.facebook.com/ZARB.E.MOMIN.weekly?ref=ts&fref=ts
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2010%5C09%5C17%5Cstory_17-9-2010_pg3_4
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2010%5C09%5C17%5Cstory_17-9-2010_pg3_4
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151135198129724&set=a.10150428833429724.364520.285152949723&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151135198129724&set=a.10150428833429724.364520.285152949723&type=1&relevant_count=1
http://www.bachoonkaclub.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bkc/435408296503502
https://twitter.com/bachoonkaclub
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2. Al- Qalam  

Al Qalam is an Urdu weekly newspaper published from Peshawar. It is also available online45. 

JeM’s founder Masood Azhar’s series of columns Rang o Noor (Sa’adi k qalam sai) are published 

in Al-Qalam. Rang-o Noor also has a dedicated website46. The articles are also available in audio 

format on the website. 

Al- Qalam’s Facebook page47 was launched in 2009. It had 2,996 likes (monitoring date December 

28, 2012). 

Monthly magazines ‘Musalman Bachay48’ and ‘Binaat-e Aisha49’ are also part of Al- Qalam 

publications. Both these magazines are available online.   

Fathul Jawwad is a series of books (available in Urdu, Arabic, English and Pashto languages). This 

series contain explanation of verses related to Jihad from Maulana Masood Azhar’s point of view. 

This series is available online50. 

3. Islam 

Daily Islam is published from Karachi, Multan, Lahore, Islamabad, and Peshawar. This 

newspaper51 is also available online. 

Islam newspaper also has a Facebook page52. It was launched in 2012. It has 1,302 likes 

(monitoring date December 28, 2012). 

                                                 

45Al- Qalam: www.alqalamonline.com.  

46 Rang-o Noor: www.rangonoor.com.  
47 Al- Qalam’s Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/onlinealqalam?ref=ts&fref=ts.  

48 Musalman Bachay: www.musalmanbachay.com.  

49 Binaat-e Aisha: http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html.  

50 Fatah-ul Jawad: www.fathuljawwad.com. 

51 Daily Islam: http://www.dailyislam.pk/.  

52 Daily Islam Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/dailyislamkarachi. 

http://www.alqalamonline.com/
http://www.rangonoor.com/
https://www.facebook.com/onlinealqalam?ref=ts&fref=ts
http://www.musalmanbachay.com/
http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html
http://www.fathuljawwad.com/
http://www.dailyislam.pk/
https://www.facebook.com/dailyislamkarachi
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Weekly ‘Bachoon ka Islam’ is an Urdu magazine of Islam publications targeting children. It is 

printed every Sunday with Daily Islam. It is also available online53. Similarly, ‘Khwateen ka Islam 

is an Urdu magazine of Islam publication targeting women. It is also available online54. 

 

Facebook and Web Pages of Magazines and Newspapers 

 

Publishes from Karachi, Multan, Lahore, Islamabad and Peshawar, e-papers are also available on 

daily islam’s website. Weekly magazines for women and children are published with Daily Islam. 

 Bachoun Ka Islam 

 Khwateen Ka Islam 

                                                 

53 Bachoun ka Islam: http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/bachonkaislam/544/index.php.  

54 Khwateen ka Islam: http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/khawateenkaislam/507/index.php.  

http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/bachonkaislam/544/index.php
http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/khawateenkaislam/507/index.php
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55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
55 http://www.dailyislam.pk/ 
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Facebook Pages 

56 

 

57 

                                                 
56 https://www.facebook.com/ISLAM.daily.newspaper 
57 https://www.facebook.com/ISLAM.daily.newspaper/info 
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58 http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/2013/june/04-06-2013/news.php 
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Bachoun Ka Islam 

 

Website 

59 

                                                 
59 http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/bachonkaislam/465/index.php 
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Facebook Pages 
 

60 

                                                 
60 https://www.facebook.com/bachhonkaislam 
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61 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bachon-ka-islam/227341497335965 
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62 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bachon-ka-islam/227341497335965?sk=photos_stream 
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63 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bachon-ka-islam/142312962521396 
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64 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bachon-ka-

islam/142312962521396?id=142312962521396&sk=photos_stream 
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65 https://www.facebook.com/bachonkaislaam 
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66 

Ishtiaq Ahmed Writes for “Bachon Ka Islam” Magazine 

                                                 
66 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=243324079049761&set=pb.147055692009934.-

2207520000.1370508537.&type=3&theater 
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67 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bachon-Ka-Islam/347216838714213 
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68 

Linkages 

69 

Bachoun Ka Club  

                                                 
68 https://www.facebook.com/Bachonorkhwateenkaislam/info 
69 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=364756190297524&set=pb.283308791775598.-

2207520000.1370507704.&type=3&theater 
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Website 
 

70 

Bachoun Ka Club Linked with Daily Islam Publishers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
70 http://www.bachoonkaclub.com/ 
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Registration  

71 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
71 http://www.bachoonkaclub.com/index.php/registration-form 
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Khwateen Ka Islam 

 

Website 

72 

                                                 
72 http://www.dailyislam.pk/dailyislam/khawateenkaislam/533/index.php 
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Facebook Page 

73 

Zarb e Momin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
73 https://www.facebook.com/Bachonorkhwateenkaislam 
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About Zarb e Momin 
I wouldn't say that jihad publications despite their huge circulation may have some impact. I keep monitoring 

and don't see that was a big story or any perspective given by these publications taken up by the 

mainstream press; very rare indeed. However you can find the commonalities in terms of opinion. The 

people writing columns for mainstream media sometimes resemble with contributors to jihad media 

publications. Sometimes it looks like the same [mainstream press] people are writing with pseudo names 

in those jihadi publications. To be honest the vocabulary, the argument, the construction of the argument 

especially in Zarb-e-Momin and couple of Urdu newspapers, has startling similarities. I tried to decipher 10 

to 12 columns, which have amazing resemblance but I don't have any empirical evidence may be it is just 

a simple case of plagiarism. 74 

Website 
Accessible on 6th may 2013. Suspendered after one week on monitoring date  

75 

 

Weekly Newspaper publishes from Karachi 

                                                 
74 http://www.aiou.edu.pk/gmj/understanding_jihad_print_media.asp 
75 http://zarbemomin.com.pk/ 
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76 http://zarbemomin.com.pk/zarb/17issue15/page3.html 
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Facebook Page 

77 

78 

                                                 
77 https://www.facebook.com/ZARB.E.MOMIN.weekly 
78 https://www.facebook.com/ZARB.E.MOMIN.weekly/info 
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Linkages 
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80 

                                                 
79 https://www.facebook.com/AllahKayMujahid 
80 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Zarb-e-Momin/169639006419469 
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81 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=536136919769674&set=pb.169639006419469.-

2207520000.1372838593.&type=3&theater 
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82 https://www.facebook.com/pages/weekly-ZARB-e-MOMIN-An-Islamic-

Magazine/122251964466754 
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84 

                                                 
83 https://www.facebook.com/zarbehaq313 
84 https://www.facebook.com/zarbpk 
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Blog 
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86 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
85 http://zarbpk.blogspot.com/ 
86 http://zarbpk.blogspot.com/ 
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SMS Service 

87 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
87 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=501382653220348&set=pb.122251964466754.-

2207520000.1372838900.&type=3&theater 
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About Al Qalam 
It isn’t as if the Jaish-e-Muhammad no longer casts itself as part of the global jihadist project. In a 

recent commentary on the anti-Muslim violence in Myanmar published in the Jaish-e-Muhammad 

magazine al-Qalam, a commentator using the pen-name Sa’adi lamented the absence of “nine or 

ten Fedai and a few trucks of gunpowder.” “If only the army of an Islamic country or its secret 

agency had honored the Islamic profession of faith”88 

Website 
 

89 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
88 http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/in-bahawalpur-the-ruins-of-a-jihadist-

empire/article4397776.ece 
89 http://www.alqalamonline.com/ 
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Facebook page 

90 

                                                 
90 https://www.facebook.com/onlinealqalam 
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91 https://www.facebook.com/onlinealqalam/info 
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Musalman Bachay 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
92 https://www.facebook.com/pages/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%82%D9%84%D9%85-

%D9%86%DB%8C%D9%88%D8%B2Al-Qalam-News/122856314573032 
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Website 

93 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
93 http://www.musalmanbachay.com/ 
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Facebook Pages 
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94 https://www.facebook.com/MusalmanBachay?fref=ts 
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Banat e Ayesha 

 

Website 
 

95 

                                                 
95 http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html 
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Facebook Pages 
 

96 

 

97 

 

                                                 
96 https://www.facebook.com/maria.barina89 
97 https://www.facebook.com/maria.barina89/info 
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98 https://www.facebook.com/banaateayesha 
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99 

 

 

Summary of the analysis of Al-Qalam and Zarb-e Momin Newspapers 

Al-Qalam and Zarb-e Momin are considered as mouthpieces of Jaish-e Muhammad (JeM), a 

banned religious outfit. In order to analyze the content of these newspapers, news reports on the 

first and last pages of the weekly copies (7th to 13th December, 2012) were analyzed for presence 

of hate speech and glorification of terrorists and banned outfits etc. The opinion-editorial pages 

and advertisements was also focused. Tone of the news reports was also noted. Two benchmarks 

i.e. neutral and aggressive were selected to judge the tone of news reports and opinion-editorial 

pages. According to the benchmarks, a news report is said to be neutral if it is not biased towards 

a group or an individual and is written in a neutral manner. Similarly, a news report is said to be 

aggressive if it is using harsh language against a group or an individual or is taking sides. For 

instance, in this case a news report is said to be written in an aggressive style or language is that 

which is glorifying terrorists/terrorism and is criticizing those who are against such an ideology.    

The copy of Zarb-e Momin that was analyzed mostly contained news reports with neutral tone. 

For instance, “Killing of Ulemas/religious personalities is an international conspiracy. The culprits 

should be arrested: Ulemas.”100 

The message in the news report is that the religious scholars consider the murder of religious clerics 

as a conspiracy and they demand the murderers to be arrested and brought to justice. This particular 

news report has a neutral tone. The reporter has not used any superficial commentary and the 

content is also not biased.  

However, one of the news reports that was noted for its aggressive tone and biased content is 

‘Taliban attack US Airbase in Jalalabad, 12 American soldiers killed.’ Apparently there is nothing 

                                                 
99 https://www.facebook.com/banaateayesha/info 
100Weekly  Zarb-e Momin, Karachi. Front page. 7th to 13th December, 2012.  
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wrong with the news report. However, when analyzed carefully it led the researcher to the 

following conclusions: 

 The reporter is time and again referring to Taliban as ‘attackers’ or ‘fidaeen’ not as 

terrorists; 

 The reporter is directly quoting the Taliban spokesman Zabhih Ullah Mujahid and Qari 

Yousaf Ahmadi; 

 Names of 7 attackers or ``fidaeen” who died in the attack have been provided in the report 

along with their native areas, which is not a usual practice in reporting similar news reports 

in other news papers. The reporter has also referred to the dead attackers as ‘Shaheed’ or 

‘Martyred’; 

 Although the subject of the news report only refers to the attack on Jalalabad airbase, but 

at the end of the report, the reporter has also provided a detailed list of attacks carried out 

by Taliban. 

 

Al-Qalam on the other hand is quite aggressive in its overall outlook, including its language, 

content and tone. For instance, Headline of Weekly Al-Qalam (7th to 13th December, 2012) reads: 

‘Another attack by Taliban: 7 fidaeen/attackers created havoc on the US airbase located in 

Nangarhar: 2 fighter jets destroyed.’101 This news report is clearly biased against the West, 

particularly US forces. It is glorifying Taliban fighters and instead of referring to them as terrorists, 

it is praising them as fighters or fidaeen. The content of the news report is full of commentary and 

the reporter has presented the whole incident in a very fictive manner.  

 

Another example will further help in analyzing the Al-Qalam newspaper, ‘Al Qaeda can still be a 

threat for American forces in Afghanistan: Leon Panetta.’102 It is written in the news report that 

US Defense Secretary Leon Panetta has stated that Al Qaeda is still a threat for Americans in 

Afghanistan. Al- Qaeda Mujahidin are also capable of attacking American soldiers in the future as 

well. The reporter is using words like ‘Mujahidin’ for terrorists linked to Al Qaeda. 

 

During the analysis, it was noted that a lot of fiction is used to describe events to glorify terrorism. 

Another distinction that the newspapers have is that they have sources in terrorist networks and 

that’s the reason why they provide names of terrorists that die during fights. Similarly, they are 

referred to as ‘Fidaeen’ or ‘Martyrs.’  

A reader while reading the news paper is normally oblivious of all the tactics that are used by such 

newspapers. Regular readers of such newspapers get immune to the language and consider it 

normal and that’s how the terrorist networks running such newspapers get successful, not only in 

increasing their readership but a dedicated following as well.  

 

Facebook Pages 

                                                 
101 Weekly Al-Qalam. Front page. 7th to 13th December, 2012. 
102 Weekly Al-Qalam. Front page. 7th to 13th December, 2012.  
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Facebook pages of JeM exist with different names, like with the names of their Magazines, 

Newspapers, Trust, Leadership, etc. Facebook is multiplier of JeM’s activities and their offline 

tools.  

103 

 

104 

Linkages on JeM’s Facebook page they are also promoting Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan’s ideology. 

 

                                                 
103 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Jaish-E-Muhammad/316955705074240 
104 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=351331214976567&set=a.342497209193301.10737

41828.342492762527079&type=1&theater 
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JeM shared rally promotion of SSP 

 

106 

JeM promoting the message of Jihad through their facebook 

                                                 
105 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=318967944873016&set=a.317084978394646.10737

41828.316955705074240&type=1&theater 
106 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Jaish-e-Muhammad-SAW/476242039064007 
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108 

                                                 
107 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Jaish-e-muhammadsaw/345438695544879 
108 https://www.facebook.com/fathuljawwad313 
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109 https://www.facebook.com/fathuljawwad313/info 
110 https://www.facebook.com/fathuljawwad313/photos_stream 
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111 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Madrassa-banat-e-ayesha/141050316047345 
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112 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Madrassa-banat-e-

ayesha/141050316047345?id=141050316047345&sk=info 
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114 

 

                                                 
113 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Molana-Masood-Azhar/537845172893206 
114 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Moulana-Masood-Azhar/170634509634662 
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115 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Moulana-Masood-Azhar/180434858701989 
116 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Assalamualaekum/274659599328960 
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117https://www.facebook.com/pages/Assalamualaekum/274659599328960?id=27465959932896

0&sk=photos_stream 
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119 

 

 

                                                 
118 https://www.facebook.com/Nisbah.deoband1 
119 https://www.facebook.com/Nisbah.deoband1/photos_stream 
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120 https://www.facebook.com/mabsns786 
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121 https://www.facebook.com/maktabulameer814 
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122 https://www.facebook.com/LocalNews1 
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123 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=398239270294721&set=pb.326314030820579.-

2207520000.1374652393.&type=3&theater 
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124 https://www.facebook.com/mabsns786/info 
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125 https://www.facebook.com/mabsns786/photos_stream 
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Main stream Video links 

                                                 
126 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Islam/117616965090203 
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127 

After banning youtube militant organizations started using another online tool on which their 

speeches, audios, videos, documenters, sermons and songs are available. 

Websites 
 

Summary of JeM’s Websites 

Books128, speeches129, Hamds130, Naats, links and products available on the Rang-o Noor website 

have been summarized in the following table: screen prints of these websites are also given below. 

Books Speeches Hamds & 

Naats 

Websites 

Yousaf Lodhyanvi: 4 

books in Urdu 

Yousaf Lodhyanvi: 34 Hamds: 4 fathuljawwad.com  

Fathul Jawwad is a series of 

publications based on verses 

of Jihad and their annotation 

by Masood Azhar. (Urdu, 

English and Pashto) 

                                                 
127 Tune.pk 
128 http://www.rangonoor.com/books.htm 
129 http://www.rangonoor.com/biyanaat.htm 
130 http://www.rangonoor.com/biyanaat.htm 

http://www.fathuljawwad.com/
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Nazam ud-Din 

Shamzai 

4 books in Urdu 

Nazam ud deen 

Shamzai: 6 

Naats: 6 banateayesha.com 

Banat-e Ayesha is a monthly 

magazine for women 

published from Karachi 

Maulana Masood 

Azhar 33 books in 

Urdu, 3 books in 

English 

Masood Azhar: 294 Urdu 

poems: 24 

www.alqalamonline.com 

Al Qalam is weekly 

newspaper published from 

Karachi. It is considered as 

Taliban’s mouth piece. 

Rang o Noor column by 

Masoor Azhar is published 

in this news paper. 

Others: 1 Rang-o Noor: 127 Arabic 

Poems /5 

www.musalmanbachay.com 

Musalman Bacahy is a 

monthly magazine for 

Children Published from 

Karachi with Al Qalam 

newspaper 

   www.sadaemujahid.com 

Another website of JeM. 

Website map is discussed 

below with the screen shot. 

   www.rangonoor.com 

Column by Masood Azhar 

published in Al-Qalam 

newspaper. It has a 

comprehensive website. 

Majority of the books 

by Masood Azhar are 

on the promotion and 

value of jihad and 

martyrs. A series of 

books on Jihadist 

verses, Rang-o Noor 

Sermons: 126 Urdu 

poems by 

Abu Jandal/ 

11 

www.ihyaesunnat.com 

Ihya e sunnat is Al-Rehmat 

trust’s website. They have 

community Services like 

Marriage setting etc 
Sermons for women: 30 Poems 

promote 

Jihad and 

Anti 

Masood Azhar speeches 

promote Jihad. 

http://www.banateayesha.com/
http://www.alqalamonline.com/
http://www.musalmanbachay.com/
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/
http://www.rangonoor.com/
http://www.ihyaesunnat.com/
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articles are available in 

book form. 

 

 

Rang o Noor: Weekly 

article written by 

Masood Azhar available 

in audio form. 

Sermons: Masood 

Azhar’s younger brother 

Abdul Rauf Asghar 

sermons at mosque 

Usman o Ali in 

Bahawalpur. 

Sermons for Women: 

Masood Azhar’s 

younger brother Abdul 

Rauf Asghar’s sermons 

for women 

American 

feelings 

 

  

 

 

131 

The website features the following: 

 

                                                 
131 http://www.alqalamonline.com/ 
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132 http://www.fathuljawwad.com/ 
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134 

                                                 
133 http://www.musalmanbachay.com/ 
134 http://www.rangonoor.com/ 
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135 

 

                                                 
135 http://www.alqalamonline.com/banat/index.html 
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136 http://www.rangonoor.com/ihyaesunnat/index.html 
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Sada-e Mujahid is a website137 managed by JeM. Advertisements138 of Al-Rahmat trust are 

available on this website as well. The website features the following: 

 Al-Qalam’s special editions139 

 Hajama140 (medical procedure) 

 Relief services141 

 Sacrificial services142  

 Books and articles (Urdu, English, articles published in Al-Qalam and other special 

articles) 

 Audio  

 Publications  

 

 

                                                 
137 Sada-e Muhahid. Accessed online from: http://www.sadaemujahid.com/. Date of access: 

December 28, 2012.  
138 Al-Rahmat trust advertisements: Sada-e Mujahid. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=18&Itemid=3

6. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
139 Al-Qalam special editions: Sada-e Mujahid. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14&Itemid=3

1. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
140 Hajama: Sada-e Mujahid. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=

46. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
141 Relief services: Sada-e Mujahid. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=22&Itemid

=33. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
142 Sacrificial services: Sada-e Mujahid. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=26&Itemid

=37. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=18&Itemid=36
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=18&Itemid=36
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14&Itemid=31
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=14&Itemid=31
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=46
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=46
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=22&Itemid=33
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=22&Itemid=33
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=26&Itemid=37
http://www.sadaemujahid.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=26&Itemid=37
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Promotion of their charity based trust through their website 

 

Offline tools, advertisements and their outreach 

It was revealed in the offline literature review that a number of advertisements appear in the 

newspapers linked to these terrorist organizations. These advertisements are of different trusts that 

are apparently involved in relief activities and community services. These trusts have started 

working like state entities. They are providing community service, educational and health 

opportunities and are even collecting taxes like Zakat, Khairat, Usher and other forms of donations.   

Some of these trusts like Al-Rashid Trust (ART) were involved in supporting jihadist activities. 

ART was also banned in 2002, because of its involvement in supporting terrorist activities in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan. However, these trusts like their affiliated groups reappear under 

different names/aliases.  

These trusts are since long expanding their activities and now are acting like state institutions. For 

instance, they ask people to give their charities, Zakat, Khairat, donations and even taxes like Usher 

(agricultural tax) to their trust.  

Receipt of taxes is state’s duty, but these organizations have now acquired the role of a state as 

well. People giving them donations and taxes are most of the time oblivious of the fact that their 

sincere donations end up going to terrorists organizations and fuel their activities. Examples of 

some advertisements are given below: 

                                                 
143 http://www.alqalamonline.com/color/addmasajid.htm#rahmat 
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Al-Rehmat trust’s 

ads often appear in Zarb-e Momin and Al-Qalam newspapers linked with Jaish-e Muhammad. 

These ads act as sources of revenue for the newspapers as well. The advertisement above is asking 

for donations for an under construction mosque in Haripur, Khyber Pakhtunkwa. 

The following advertisement is of Usher (agricultural tax) that the same trust is asking their 

audience to pay to the trust. This advertisement is addressing its target audience and is asking for 

Usher. It is clearly written that this tax is meant for martyrs, for families of followers and heroes 

of Islam, religious seminaries and deserving people.  

Al-Rehmat trust's advertisement 
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Al-Rehmat trust's advertisement 

This trust is based in Bahawalpur as the address at the end of the advertisement is suggesting. It is 

also affiliated with the Usman-o Ali Markaz that is where the younger brother of Maulana Masood 

Azhar delivers the Friday Sermon. 

Al-Rashid Trust that was proscribed in 2002 along with other terrorist organization has now 

reappeared as Maymar trust and is openly conducting its relief activities. 
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Maymar trust's advertisement 

This advertisement was available on Zarb-e Momin’s Facebook page. It is the advertisement that 

is asking its target audience to do the annual sacrifice of animals by them. 

It has been stated earlier that these Trusts and organizations are acting more like state entities, 

providing people with educational and health facilities as well. This reinforces their trust among 

people. The following advertisement describes a medical procedure called ‘Hajama’, which is 

widely advertised in newspapers like Al-Qalam and on its website.  
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Hajama advertisement 

As the advertisement suggests this procedure is being applied in more than 24 districts in Pakistan, 

which also points towards their outreach. 
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Al-Rahmat trust’s advertisements are available on Rang-o Noor’s website144. 

 

 

145 

Al-Rehmat Trust 

                                                 
144 Al-Rahmat trust advertisements: Rang-o Noor. Accessed online from: 

http://www.rangonoor.com/add.htm. Date of access: December 28, 2012. 
145 https://www.facebook.com/jaishemuhammadsaw 

http://www.rangonoor.com/add.htm
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146 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=357093327736934&set=pb.326491734130427.-

2207520000.1370856169.&type=3&theater 
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147 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=331739293605671&set=pb.326491734130427.-

2207520000.1370856169.&type=3&theater 
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148 https://www.facebook.com/jaishemuhammadsaw/photos_stream 
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It’s not just the variety of tools that help in the most efficient delivery of the intended message, but 

new and innovative products that help reinforce the concept of Jihad in their target audience. 

                                                 
149 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=326492870796980&set=pb.326491734130427.-

2207520000.1370856781.&type=3&theater 
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Advertisement150 

Innovative products 

The above featured advertisement is of a Jihadist wall clock that is branded with Jaish-e 

Muhammad’s flag. The same advertisement also describes another product, which is a memory 

card (8GB) containing speeches of Maulana Masood Azhar and Jihadist video clips as well. 

These kinds of products were never heard off before. This describes the extent to which these 

organizations spend their resources to increase their following and target audience. 

Cartoons 

Cartoons help add humor in the delivery of their intended messages. For instance the following 

cartoon available on JeM’s Facebook page supports this assertion: 

                                                 
150 Advertisement. Accessed online from: 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/images/stories/photos/ads/memorycard.jpg. date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 

http://www.sadaemujahid.com/images/stories/photos/ads/memorycard.jpg
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Cartoon151 

This cartoon is a satire on Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and media. Both these entities 

are considered as most vocal against terrorist organizations. So this cartoon is targeting them both. 

This is a conversation between a father and his son. The father is telling his son not to worry. He 

is telling him to go and get an FIR registered against the Taliban. The media will highlight the 

issue and a number of NGOs will jump in and our problem will be over.  

Children art 

It’s not just the youth that is being targeted by these organizations, but children are also encouraged 

to take part in various activities of these organizations. The art section of the monthly magazine 

Musalman Bachay contains artwork done by children including boys and girls. Following is an 

example:  

                                                 
151 Cartoon: JeM’s Facebook page. 
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Children Artwork 

 

152 

                                                 
152 http://www.alqalamonline.com/kartoon.htm 
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This artwork by children is reminiscent of the fact that children are equally aware of the ideology 

that they are being taught. One of the pictures above shows a fighter jet with al-Jihad written on 

it, which is colliding with a fortress with American flag on it. There is also a verse written on the 

artwork, which can be translated as ‘planes hit America during broad daylight.’ This shows the 

extent of hatred that is being spawned among children.  

Web development  

Another interesting fact that was revealed during the online literature review was that most of the 

websites linked with extremist organizations are designed by similar developers. For instance 

Takwir is an organization that provides IT solutions to their various clients. Following is a 

screenshot of their website: 

 

Screenshot of Al-Takwir's website 

The following image provides a list of their various clients153 that include a number of websites 

that we have discussed earlier:  

                                                 
153 Al-Takwir: Clients. Accessed online from: http://www.takwir.com/clients.htm. date of access: 

December 2, 2012. 

http://www.takwir.com/clients.htm
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Screenshot of Al-Takwir's website 

The reason why development of these websites is carried out by similar web developers is that 

these developers are linked with these groups and their ideologies and are considered as a part of 

their respective networks. 

It has now become quite evident from the analysis above that communication remains central to 

the working of various extremist organizations. The use of various tools and their integration 

increases their impact and the effectiveness of communication. 

 

Proscribed Pages 

https://www.facebook.com/JaishEMuhammadsaww 

www.facebook.com/...JAISH-E-MUHAMMAD/246437015416960 

http://www.jhuf.net/ 

http://www.pasbane-haram.com/ 

http://www.voice-of-islam.co.cc 

http://www.jaish-forum.tk/ 

http://www.thelalmasjid.com/ 
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